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Watch a 700-year history unfold, from the medieval "hand-gonne" to today's technologically
advanced assault weapons. Discover how gun design influenced warfare, from the 15th century when
the arquebus defeated swordsmen, to the 20th century when the submachinegun gave the military
vastly increased firepower. Guns: A Visual History shows in unique visual detail on how gun
design evolved. It features more than 300 iconic examples, including the military AK-47 assault
rifle and the pistol used by many police forces - the Glock 17. Each weapon is shown in close up
with details of its design, barrel, calibre, and firepower. This comprehensive volume also
features sporting guns, anti-tank weaponry and concealed assassin spy guns, such as the umbrella
gun that killed Georgi Markov in 1978. It takes you inside iconic firearm firms such as Biretta,
Colt and Lee Enfield, and tells stories of infamous sharpshooters from Dick Turpin to Al Capone.
Whether you collect firearms or enjoy field sports and military history, Guns: A Visual History
is an unmissable reference title.
Forensic Firearm Examination provides the reader with a thorough understanding of theory,
application, and process of firearm comparison. It is essential in the field of forensic firearm
examination to not only understand the marks that examiners are observing, but more importantly
learn where these marks come from during the manufacturing process. This book explores the
various machining techniques utilized in the manufacturing process and the resulting marks left
by those tools. This information will equip the examiner with the knowledge to answer questions
posed by the legal system regarding the uniqueness or potential similarity of marks on firearms
imparted to fired bullets and cartridge cases. Intended primarily for firearm and tool mark
examiners, this valuable resource serves as a primary requirement for the training of firearm
and tool mark examiners. Other forensic science disciplines who rely on pattern matching as a
primary determining factor whether or not two objects may share a common source would also find
utility in this work. Finally, it will be a valuable resource for attorneys who are seeking to
understand better the scientific aspects of firearm identification. Written by a foremost expert
in the field, Forensic Firearm Examination explores specific firearm manufacturing techniques
and the resulting marks, which has not been covered in any book publication. Chris Monturo has
over 23 years of experience as forensic firearm and tool mark examiner. Additionally, he is a
distinguished member of the Association of Firearm and Tool Mark Examiners (AFTE), a past member
of the Scientific Working Group for Firearm and Tool Marks (SWGGUN), past member of the
Organization of Scientific Area Subcommittees (OSAC) for firearm and tool marks and has
instructed courses in machining for the firearm examiner in the United States and
Internationally. Provides reader with a thorough understanding of theory, application, and
process of firearm identification Topics include the manufacturing process of all components
that interact with the bullet or case during firing, the nature of manufacturing and potential
pitfalls, such as subclass
Indispensable information has been funnelled into a huge new edition, completely rewritten and
refreshed by Sam Fadala. This textbook for black powder shooters is topped off by a catalog of
all currently-manufactured work powder firearms. The ultimate source for black powder.
In Reloading for Handgunners, the reader will learn the benefits of serious handgun ammunition
reloading (decreased cost, increased reliability) in an accessible, step-by-step way. In
addition, the reader will learn how to avoid the costly, wasteful errors that plague many
reloaders, experienced and novice alike. Finally, the reader will enjoy the vast experience and
unique style that have made Patrick Sweeney the country's leading guru on tactical and
competition shooting and ammunition. Features: Shortcuts, hints and tips (from a certified
master gunsmith, film consultant, and certified Armorer Instructor) to reload your own
ammunition and avoid costly errors Loading data for the most popular and asked-about calibers
Specialty loading info for: Competition: IPSC/IDPA, Bullseye, Steel Challenge, Cowboy Hunting:
heavy magnums and big bores
Western Powders Handloading Guide - Edition 1
John Nosler
Bullet Casting
Handbook of Reloading Basics
The Practical Guide to Reloading Ammunition
Removing the Mystery

Stock Fitter's Bible was written for one purpose, to help clay target shooters improve
their scores. As you read you will understand why the book has received so many rave
reviews. Coaches and trainers teach specific gun mounts, stances and body postures
(shooting forms). To shoot up to your full potential, you must use a correct form. To do
that, your gun must have stock dimensions that allow someone of your individual size and
shape to use the form. If your gun doesn't fit you, a correct form cannot be used - it's
that simple. To help you shoot better, the book explains step by step, how your gun can
be made to fit you. When it fits, you can expect smoother, more accurate swings, higher,
more consistent scores and reduced felt recoil. It also explains how to see targets
better, how to effectively visualize targets before calling for them, ways to reduce
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stress and to postpone fatigue. Almost anyone can improve their shooting. Stock Fitter's
Bible explains how to do it.
John Nosler - Going Ballistic is the story of John Nosler - a hunter, innovator and selftaught ballistics engineer. Born in California, he came of age in the Great Depression
and raced his home-built cars on the dirt tracks of Huntington Beach and Pomona. From
California, he moved to Oregon and embarked on a legendary big game hunting career. He
first hunted moose in Canada in the 1940s and recognized the need for a projectile that
would stand up to the velocity generated by the new magnum rifle cartridges. When hunters
want a bullet they can depend on, the name they trust, more than any other, is Nosler.
From the Partition, introduced to the shooting public in the late 1940s, to the Zipedo,
Solid Base and Ballistic Tip, to today's cutting-edge AccuBond, John Nosler built a
reputation on accuracy and performance, one bullet at a time. You know his bullets, now
read his story.
The sportsman's complete guide to choosing and using shotguns &break;&break;The shotgun
in unsurpassed as a sporting tool and it has enjoyed a long and storied history in the
hands of hunters and marksmen around the world. Yet, the novice shooter is often
overwhelmed by the choices he faces when selecting the right gun for his favorite
activities: Which gauge is best? Should they shoot an over-under, side-by-side,
autoloader or pump? What about chokes? And is lead or nontoxic shot better - and in what
sizes? &break;&break;Fortunately, Layne Simpson has a lifetime of shotgunning experience
to share with you and his sage advice will help answer all these questions and many more.
Part technical guide, part loving tribute, this book will make you look at shotguns in a
totally different light. &break;&break;Explore every common gauge of shotgun - 10, 12,
16, 20, 28, and .410 bore and discover the best for you &break;&break;Compare and
contrast double-barrel guns, autoloaders, pumps and bolt-actions &break;&break;Reviews
the shotgunner's favorite game species - quail, pheasant, grouse, ducks and many more and learn which gun and loads are right for the job &break;&break;Learn how to fit,
pattern and maintain your guns &break;&break;Above all, the shotgun is the centerpiece of
all stories about wonderful days spent in the field?of North Woods' logging trails and
ruffed grouse exploding into golden-tinged woodlands?of foggy mornings in a duck blind
shared with good friends, a trusty 10 gauge and your favorite retriever?of corn fields,
cold wind and the cook pheasant's crackly as you insticvively shoulder your favorite
autoloader?this is the shotgunner's world.
The field manual provides a standardized source document for Army-wide reference on map
reading and land navigation. It applies to every soldier in the army regardless of
service branch, MOS, or rank. This manual also contains both doctrine and training
guidance on map reading and land navigation.Part One addresses map reading and Part Two,
land navigation. The appendices include an introduction to orienteering and a discussion
of several devices that can assist the soldier in land navigation. For soldiers, hunters,
climbers, and hikers alike, this is the definitive guide to map reading and navigation.
Gun
Map Reading and Land Navigation
Learn the Easy Way to Reload Your Own Rifle and Pistol Cartridges
Shotguns by Keith
Vihtavuori Reloading Manual
Going Ballistic
"With ammo shortages on retailer's shelves, unprecedented firearms sales across the country, and
burgeoning numbers of new shooters, reloading is growing in leaps and bounds. Handbook of Reloading
Basics, written by industry experts Robin Sharpless and Rick Sapp, is aimed squarely at the new
handloaders and simplifies both the equipment and the process. Inside this bench-handy reference you'll
find: Step-by-step instructions for reloading metallic cartridges and modern shotshells; Press
selection--single-stage, turrets and progressives explained; Component breakdown--primers, cases, hulls,
powder, wads and bullets; Dozens of illustrative photos and a comprehensive resource listing"--Page 4 of
cover.
Target shooting.
Ammunition reloading guide.
Starting with the basics, this guide leads the reader through the process of reloading with ease.
Perfect for beginners and a great refresher for experienced reloaders, the book first discusses all the
necessary tools and accessories needed to get started, then goes through step-by-step instructions and
safety tips for loading your own metallic cartridges and shotshells. Helpful illustrations guide readers
through each step and make the process easy to understand.The ABC's of Reloading covers all aspects of
the hobby, from benchrest loading techniques, to ballistic software, to competition and hunting loads
and more. It also includes a comprehensive directory of reloading manufacturers. The guide carefully
pieces together steps and techniques for reloading into an understandable process, outlining the basic
procedures and providing information on cartridge cases, primers, powders, bullets, equipment and much
more, putting beginners on the road to becoming experts!·
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The Beginner's Guide to Reloading Ammunition
The First 40 Years by Larry Potterfield
Pistols and Revolvers
The Complete Black Powder Handbook
Reloading for Handgunners
Handbook for Shooters and Reloaders
This work provides a guide to loading blackpowder firearms. This edition contains data for 158 blackpowder firearms, basic instructional
information, items on equipment and accessories, evaluation tests and a section on materials.
The Classic Reference - Bigger and Better than Ever One of the most respected reloading texts of all time, Reloading for Shotgunners is now
bigger, more comprehensive and more profusely illustrated than ever! This all-new fifth edition includes exhaustive data for lead and non-toxic
shot - and it goes well beyond the ho-hum 2-3/4" 12-gauge data contained in other books. From .410 bored to 10-gauge magnum, from 2" hulls to
the mammoth 3-1/2", if it can be fired in a shotgun, it's in this book! Rick Sapp, co-author of The Gun Digest Book of Trap & Skeet, has outdone
himself in creating this masterful compilation of shotgun reloading data. Whether you're a novice shotgunner or a seasoned reloader, you can't
afford to be without this ground-breaking fifth edition of Reloading for Shotgunners.
A basic understanding of headspace and how it affects the proper operation of a firearm are necessary if you wish to call yourself a gunsmith.
Otherwise all you will be able to do is change parts with the hope that somehow the problem will go away. The later is normally called an armorer,
not a gunsmith.This booklet contains all the information a gunsmith needs in order to understand and diagnose headspace.
Finding the right cast bullet to perform in your black powder cartridge rifle can be a pursuit of disappointment or reward. Matthews puts into
perspective the tools and techniques used to make your cast bullet shooting a success.
The ABC's of Reloading
The Art of Bullet Casting Collection
Shooter's Bible, 111th Edition
Ballistic Preformance of Rifle Bullets
Volume 2, Reloading for Hunting
Forensic Firearm Examination

The second World Ocean Assessment is a collaborative effort of hundreds of experts from all regions of the world, a
comprehensive and integrated assessment of the state of marine environment.
Reflects on Burchfield's expressive and unusually large-scale and densely painted watercolors of mystical and enlivened
landscapes
Twenty-one classic tales of grouse hunting by a beloved outdoor writer bring to life the unique excitement of the sport.
It's Back And All New! Handloader's Digest, 19th Edition: The Return Of The World's Greatest Handloading Book! Since
1962, Handloader's Digest has been the definitive source for handloading enthusiasts. Now, The World's Greatest
Handloading Book is back and completely updated with all-new content covering all aspects of the handloading world.
Full-color feature articles written by leading industry experts cover the latest products, trends and techniques.
Comprehensive illustrated catalog section showcases all the newest and most innovative handloading equipment, tools,
components and supplies. Information for everyone--from the beginning handloader to the seasoned veteran.
Handloader's Digest is the oldest and most trusted handloading resource available for the hunter, target shooter, or
armed citizen who loads his or her own ammunition. If you load your own, or ever wanted to, you need Handloader's
Digest, 19th Edition.
World Ocean Assessment II
The Second World Ocean Assessment
Telescopic Rifle Sights
Fm 3-25. 26
Handloader's Digest
The Gun Digest Black Powder Loading Manual
DON'T LET THE TITLE of this book fool you, fellows. This is indeed the handbook for commercial bullet casters,
but the make-'em-for -money people are not the only ones who need to keep it handy and consult it often. Any
basement or garage bullet caster could tear out and throw away its chapters on the excellent machinery that the
Magma Engineering Company makes, plus its chapters on doing business on a commercial producer of cast
bullets, and he would still have a manual on bullet casting that's worth more than it costs.
Illustrated Edition of 1959 in Facsimile. This is the first edition of one of the classic descriptions of wildcat
cartridges, first published in 1949. Though revised and updated in 1962, this is Ackley's first effort at tackling
the loading data, theory, and practice of wildcat cartridges. A wildcat cartridge, often shortened to wildcat, is a
custom cartridge for which ammunition and/or firearms are not mass-produced. These cartridges are often
created in order to optimize a certain performance characteristic (such as the power, size, or efficiency) of an
existing commercial cartridge. Developing and using wildcat cartridges does not generally serve a purpose in
military or law enforcement; it is more a hobby for serious shooting, hunting, gunsmithing and handloading
enthusiasts, particularly in the United States.
The Official NRA Guide to Firearms Assembly: Pistols and Revolvers is a newly revised edition of the National
Rifle Associations classic volume on pistol and revolver disassembly. With information drawn from the files of
the American Rifleman magazine, re-designed and updated with dozens of new firearms, this volume contains
the detailed instructions and accurate exploded-view diagrams that provide the information any collector,
hunter, or shooting enthusiast needs to be able to take firearms apart.
A standard reference work for shotgun owners and hunters includes information on new shotgun models, loads,
and prices
Nosler Reloading Guide Number 9
Abc's Of Reloading
Reloading for Shotgunners
Nosler Reloading Guide 7
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A Visual History
Charles Burchfield's Seasons
If you've ever wanted to reload ammunition but didn't know where to start this book is for you. You'll find detailed chapters about primers,
cartridge cases, gun powder, and bullets, explaining in layman's terms what they are, variations you'll encounter and the characteristics of
each. You'll also learn the different facets of case preparation: which are necessary and which are optional, and how to do them. You'll learn
some characteristics of gunpowder and which types work best with bulk measurements. There'll be detailed photos and explanations
teaching the process of reloading ammunition. From there you'll be shown how you can gear up to reload your own ammunition even if you
don't have much money or space.Although most of the book is geared toward metallic cartridge reloading there's also a chapter on reloading
shotgun ammunition. It too, will show you the steps involved and how to become operational with very little money and minimal space
requirements.After reading this book the novice reloader will: (a) be capable of making informed choices when purchasing their equipment
and components; (b) be able to understand the reloading process and why certain steps are taken or omitted; (c) have a safe, profitable and
enjoyable experience from the very beginning.
With more than seven million copies sold, this is the must-have reference book for gun collectors and firearm enthusiasts of all ages.
Published annually for more than eighty years, the Shooter’s Bible is the most comprehensive and sought-after reference guide for new
firearms and their specifications, as well as for thousands of guns that have been in production and are currently on the market. Nearly every
firearms manufacturer in the world is included in this renowned compendium. The 111th edition also contains new and existing product
sections on ammunition, optics, and accessories, along with updated handgun and rifle ballistic tables and extensive charts of currently
available bullets and projectiles for handloading. With a timely feature on the newest products on the market, and complete with color and
black-and-white photographs featuring various makes and models of firearms and equipment, the Shooter’s Bible is an essential authority for
any beginner or experienced hunter, firearm collector, or gun enthusiast.
This volume is the first of a short series dedicated to enabling quality reloading of the 6.5 Grendel in AR-15 Rifles. Volume 1 is a brief
synopsis of the origins and development history plus commercial sources of Grendel rifles and ammunition. The Grendel is rapidly proving to
be an excellent deer and medium game hunting cartridge. The handbook presents a quasi-analytic discussion of why. The handbook also
discusses the SAAMI-specified 6.5 Grendel chamber as well as chambers Grendel factory ammunition is used in even though at slight
variance with the standard. We also present a short tutorial about the AR-15 gas-operated mechanism. included handloading data from four
significant commercial sources.
The ninth edition of the Nosler reloading manual. Contains load data for all Nosler bullets and cartridges.
Stock Fitter's Bible
Handbook of Commercial
The Official NRA Guide to Firearms Assembly
6. 5 Grendel Reloading Handbook
Cast Bullets for the Black Powder Cartridge Rifle
Drummer in the Woods

Reloading Guide
Starting from the very beginning, The Practical Guide to Reloading Ammunition will help readers understand the
gear they need - and what can wait. Chapter by chapter, the book explains the entire process from brass cleaning
to final inspection. Loaded with pictures and illustrations, the process is made simple and clear. With this book,
readers will be reloading their own cost-effective ammunition quickly and safely.
4 Books on DVD(Art of Bullet Casting;Handloaders' Bullet Making Annual Vol 1&2;Handloaders' Cast Bullet Special
Edition)How'to's for casting bullets. A collection of articles taken from years of "Handloader" and "Rifle" magazines
covering the basics to more advanced techniqes. Get technical and accurate with your casting and swaging.
Cleaning, Repairing and Maintaining Pistols Has Never Been Easier! Gun Digest Book of Automatic Pistols
Assembly/Disassembly, 4th Edition is the indispensable guide to DIY disassembly, repair, and reassembly of semiautomatic pistols of all types. Step-by-step disassembly and reassembly instructions for over 90 models and over
300 closely-related variants, including the addition of newer pistols from: Beretta Kel-Tec Ruger Sig Sauer Smith &
Wesson Taurus And More! Detailed photographs and clear, simple text make it easy to disassemble and
reassemble a wide range of modern and vintage models. Gun Digest Book of Automatic Pistols
Assembly/Disassembly, 4th Edition is your go-to source for time- and money-saving techniques for today's hottest
semi-automatic pistols.
With Space and Money Saving Tips for Apartment Dwellers and Those on a Budget
Shotguns & Shotgunning
The Book of Rifle Accuracy
Understanding Headspace
The Gun Digest Book of Automatic Pistols Assembly/Disassembly
Nosler Reloading Guide 8
All about shotguns from their history to gauges, sights, barrels, chambers, shot size, etc.
The Shotgun Book
The World's Bestselling Firearms Reference: 2019–2020
Shotshell Handbook
The Definitive Guide For Novice To Expert
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